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REPRESENTATIVE MARK OWENS 

HOUSE DISTRICT 60 

Capitol Office: 900 Court St. NE, H-475, Salem, OR 97301—Phone: 503-986-1460 

District Office: 85 W. Washington St, Burns, OR 97720—Phone: 541-413-2482 

rep.markowens@oregonlegislature.gov 

 

March 17, 2022 

 

Oregon Fish & Wildlife Commission 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 

4034 Fairview Industrial Drive SE 

Salem, OR 97302 

 

 

Re: HB 2298 Proposed Rule 

 
Commissioners, 
 

I am writing to encourage the Commission to make several final changes to the proposed rules for 

implementing House Bill 2298 (HB2298) and the program for stream restoration through use of 

environmental restoration weirs.  

 

I represent House District 60, Oregon’s largest house district, and a district that includes nearly all of 

Oregon’s closed basins (which lie primarily in Lake and Harney counties). I was a Chief Sponsor of HB 

2298 and have seen first-hand how these types of tools, used responsibly, can bring meaningful 

improvements to former meadowlands that are now dry, eroded channels.  

 

Each year,  farmers and ranchers in my district face new struggles. Water years are shorter, snowpack is 

non-existent, and the state imposes new costs and increased fees each year. Meanwhile, my constituents 

bear the costs of feeding and providing habitat to a large portion of the entire state’s wildlife populations, 

whether deer, elk, wolves, coyotes, fish, sage grouse, and other waterfowl. This is why I supported HB 

2298 – it provides a path for meaningful stream restoration by private landowners that can create fire 

breaks, sequester carbon, slow water where it tends to flash through these tiny channels during rain 

events, and provide new habitat for fish, birds, mammals while allowing feedstock for cattle, elk, deer, 

and pronghorn. The legislative record on HB 2298 is replete with research demonstrating the benefits of 

“low tech” restoration and visiting my district you can see where this work is paying dividends.  

 

I appreciate the work the Department has put into drafting the rules and hope we are close to 

implementing HB 2298 so landowners can start this type of work during this year’s dry season. House 

Bill 2298 directs the Department to write rules for authorizing these projects. The types of work, 

structures and streams that are eligible are clearly defined under the bill, as are the requirements for fish 

passage. This leaves the department with the simple task of creating an application that ensures work is 

authorized on eligible streams.  

 

First, I request the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife allow a simplified application not requiring 

technical or expert information, causing undo hardships on landowners. These projects are to be done on 

private land by farmers or ranchers who will not have the means to hire consultants, lawyers, biologists or 

hydrologists. The plain language of HB 2298 allows for a simple application that includes representative 

pictures of the incised channel and the geographical location of the proposed project to determine 

eligibility, not detailed land use plans, drawings, or measurements.  
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Secondly, placing the requirement for applicants to seek determinations from other agencies, specifically 

OWRD, is not directed in the bill nor is practical or possible. This requirement can and should be 

removed, which still allows for ODFW to coordinate with OWRD in the event a structure causes injury to 

a downstream water user. Our farmers and ranchers want to engage in conservation, but cannot afford 

complex, bureaucratic processes and the rule should reflect that.  

 

We understand the desire of the Department to engage its Fish Passage task force in rule writing, but my 

legislative colleagues were clear in the bill on our intentions regarding this critical issue. Where native 

migratory fish are present, the existing law on fish passage applies. However, we saw it necessary to 

ensure that landowners who undertake these projects are not unnecessarily drawn into a long fish passage 

process where their improvements or downstream changes facilitate the return of fish. In that case, we 

specifically omitted reference to ORS 509.585 and instead allowed fish passage that is “economically 

practicable.” This should not require an application or process of documentation to the department of 

prior costs. Instead, as the bill says, the Department must first establish that fish have returned, and then 

landowners must make the economically practicable modifications using locally available natural 

materials. I encourage the Commission to reference the definitions and structure of the bill and to note the 

types of “streams” where they projects take place (very limited water, significant erosion and 

degradation) and recognize the context and manner in which fish passage can be provided. Simply 

requiring landowners to work with the Department on the modifications is sufficient and effective – not a 

burden of proof to settle what costs are appropriate or reasonable.  

 

On a final note, I urge the Department to revise the rules and remove any application or restoration 

requirements that are not included in HB 2298. The passage of HB 2298 included extensive negotiation, 

thorough policy debates, and bi-partisan support. I hope the bill will reflect that work appropriately so that 

we can move to a seamless implementation of this program without further legal, legislative, or regulatory 

intervention. I am confident that we can do this together to the benefit of our arid, east side landscapes. 

 

Thank you, 

 

 

 
 

Representative Mark Owens 

Oregon House District 60 




